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WEEKLY VOCABULARY AND SPELLING 51

SECTION
   4

You Can Count on It Vocabulary

Name Date

Lesson
19

bicameral (by KAM ur uhl)  ADJ.  consisting
of two chambers or branches  (The U.S.
Congress is bicameral, consisting of the
Senate and the House of Representatives.)

biennial (by EN ee uhl)  ADJ.  happening
every two years  (This plant is biennial and
will not bloom until the second year.)

bifurcated (BY fur KAY tid)  ADJ.  separated
into two branches or parts  (Some animals
have a bifurcated heart rather than one
with four chambers.)

centigrade (SEN ti GRAYD)  ADJ.  having a
temperature scale with one hundred
degrees between the boiling and freezing
points of water; also known as Celsius
(Europeans use the centigrade scale.)

dichotomy (dy KAHT uh mee)  N.  a
dividing into two contradictory parts  (Carl
Jung characterized the human personality
as a dichotomy made up of a masculine
and a feminine side.)

millennium (muh LEN ee uhm)  N.  a
period of one thousand years  (This
millennium ends in the year 2000.)

monologue (MAHN uh LAWG)  N.  a written
or spoken speech by one person; a
soliloquy  (Hamlet’s “to be or not to be”
soliloquy is a well-known monologue.)

multiform (MUHL tuh FORM)  ADJ.  having
many forms or appearances  (The
multiform sorcerer could use his magic to
take on any appearance he desired.)

multilingual (MUHL tee LING gwuhl)  ADJ.
capable of using or speaking several
languages (International airlines hire
multilingual people to deal with
customers from around the world.)

multitude (MUHL ti TOOD)  N.  a very great
number  (The new tax forms created a
multitude of problems for taxpayers.)

polyandry (PAHL ee AN dree)  N.  the
condition or practice of having more than
one husband at one time  (Polyandry is
extremely rare in human societies.)

polygamy (puh LIG uh mee)  N.  the
condition or practice of having more than
one wife or husband at the same time
(Polygamy is illegal in the United States.)

polyglot (PAHL ee GLAHT)  N.  one who
speaks, reads, or writes several
languages  (A polyglot has a natural facility
for languages or has been raised in a
multilingual environment.)

quadrangle (KWAHD RANG guhl)  N.  a four-
sided area bordered by buildings  (All of
our rallies are held in the heart of our high
school campus, the quadrangle.)

quadruped (KWAHD ruh PED)  N.  an animal
having four legs  (This friendly, faithful
quadruped will fetch your slippers and
sleep at your feet.)

quintessence (kwin TES uhns)  N.  the
purest, highest form or essence of
something  (Some people consider
baseball to be the quintessence of
American culture.)

trident (TRYD uhnt)  N.  a long-handled,
three-pronged spear  (Poseidon, god of
the sea, carries a trident as a symbol of
his power.)

trilogy (TRIL uh jee)  N.  a group of literary
works consisting of three separate parts
having a single theme  (William Faulkner
created a trilogy about the Snopes family.)

unilateral (YOO nuh LAT ur uhl)  ADJ.
undertaken by one person or party  (A
unilateral treaty obligates only one of the
parties involved.)

unilingual (YOO ni LING gwuhl)  ADJ.  using
or composed of only one language  (The
pamphlet is unilingual, but we hope to
translate it into other languages soon.)

All the words in this lesson contain prefixes that indicate number or amount: mono- and 
uni- meaning “one,” bi- and di- meaning “two,” tri- meaning “three,” quad- meaning “four,”
quint- meaning “five,” cente- meaning “one hundred,” mille- meaning “one thousand,” and
multi- and poly- meaning “many.”


